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East, West 2014-01-08

from the booker prize winning bestselling author of midnight s children and the satanic verses comes nine stories that reveal the oceanic distances and the unexpected

intimacies between east and west daring extravagant comical and humane this book renews rushdie s stature as a storyteller who can enthrall and instruct us with the same

sentence richly nuanced full or humor bitter anger an embracing tenderness and a buyancy of language boston globe

East, West 1995-12-23

from the booker prize winning bestselling author of midnight s children and the satanic verses comes nine stories that reveal the oceanic distances and the unexpected

intimacies between east and west daring extravagant comical and humane this book renews rushdie s stature as a storyteller who can enthrall and instruct us with the same

sentence richly nuanced full or humor bitter anger an embracing tenderness and a buyancy of language boston globe

The East, the West, and Sex 2010-07-27

in this wide ranging history richard bernstein explores the connection between sex and power as it has played out between eastern cultures and the western explorers

merchants and conquerors who have visited them this illuminating book describes the historical and ongoing encounter between these travelers and the morally ambiguous

opportunities they found in foreign lands bernstein s narrative teems with real figures from marco polo and his investigation into the harem of kublai khan the nineteenth

century american missionary isabella thoburn and her efforts to stamp out the sinfulness of the mughal culture of india gustave flaubert and his dalliances with egyptian

prostitutes to modern day sex tourists in southeast asia as well as the women that they both exploit and enrich provocative and insightful the east the west and sex is a lucid

look at a pervasive and yet mostly ignored subject

East and West 1900

the east west dichotomy is a philosophical concept of ancient origin which claims that the two cultural hemispheres east and west developed diametrically opposed one from

the particular to the universal and the other from the universal to the particular the east is more inductive while the west is more deductive together they form an equilibrium
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The East-West Dichotomy 2009-08-18

the theory of literary worlds has become increasingly important in comparative and world literatures but how are the often contradictory elements of eastern and western

literatures to cohere in the new worlds such contact creates drawing on the latest work in philosophical logic and analytic asian philosophy this monograph proposes a new

model of literary worlds that is best suited to comparative literature dealing with western and east asian traditions unlike much discussion of world literature anchored in north

american traditions featured here is the transnational work of artists philosophers and poets writing in english french japanese and mandarin in the twentieth century rather

than imposing sharp borders this book suggests that vague boundaries link eastern and western literary works and traditions and that degrees of distance can better help us

to see the multiple dimensions that both distinguish and join together literary worlds east and west as such it enables us to grasp not only how east asian and western writers

translate one another s works into their own languages and traditions but also how modern writers east and west modify their own traditions in order to make them fit in the

new constellation of literary worlds brought about by the complex flow of literary information across twentieth century eurasia

East and West 1908

from the booker prize winning author of the satanic verses comes nine stories that reveal the oceanic distances and the unexpected intimacies between east and west daring

extravagant comical and humane this book renews rushdie s stature as a storyteller who can enthrall and instruct us with the same sentence

East Aisa And Western Pacific Meteorology And Climate - Proceedings Of The 2nd International Conference

1993-08-30

the influence of eastern thought on the culture of the united states and western europe is now seen in the spread of buddhism meditation martial arts yoga oriental art and

hundreds of other asian imports written during world war ii this classic work correctly anticipated the clash of eastern and western ideologies which has dominated the post

war landscape

Transnationalism and Translation in Modern Chinese, English, French and Japanese Literatures 2020-12-15

香港の民主化をめぐる中国との激突 アジアの経済危機はなぜ生じたのか 中国はどこに向かうのか 21世紀への展望を大胆かつ率直に論じる
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Bulletin 1906

survive anything life throws at you with the ultimate visual guide to camping wilderness and outdoor survival skills written by colin towell an ex sas combat survival instructor

the survival handbook is bursting with survival tips manual skills camping essentials and advice on how to survive whatever the great outdoors throws at you combining

proven no nonsense military survival skills with ingenious bushcraft techniques specially commissioned illustrations and accessible step by step instructions show you how to

survive in the wild learn how to read a map how to light a fire and how to build a raft and everything you need to know about wild foods and natural dangers revel in

inspirational real life survival stories and be prepared for every outdoor situation from survival basics such as finding water and catching fish to extreme situations including

being adrift at sea or lost in the jungle the survival handbook will steer you through life s toughest adventures in the world s harshest climates

East, West: Stories 1995-12-01

a nation s heritage is one of the most potent forces for generating tourism the tower of london is the greatest visitor attraction in britain but it is pushed into insignificance by

comparison with the visitors travelling to disneyland epcot and the other entertainment complexes in the usa and it will be dwarfed by euro disneyland east of paris so how

should heritage attractions respond should they find their own specific audiences and resources this book written by a leading hertage specialist is essential reading for all

those concerned both with heritage and leisure managment international in scope it examines successfgul examples of heritage management for tourism and equally some

failures it aims to lay some useful ground rules which should underpin all heritage developments designed to attract tourism on a major scale

The Meeting of East and West 1946

russia s own orient examines how intellectuals in early twentieth century russia offered a new and radical critique of the ways in which oriental cultures were understood at the

time out of the ferment of revolution and war a group of scholars in st petersburg articulated fresh ideas about the relationship between power and knowledge and about

europe and asia as mere political and cultural constructs their ideas anticipated the work of edward said and post colonial scholarship by half a century the similarities

between the two groups were in fact genealogical said was indebted via arab intellectuals of the 1960s who studied in the soviet union to the revisionist ideas of russian

orientologists of the fin de siècle but why did this body of russian scholarship of the early twentieth century turn out to be so innovative should we agree with a popular claim

of the russian elites about their country s particular affinity with the orient there is no single answer to this question the early twentieth century was a period when all over

europe a fascination with things oriental engendered the questioning of many nineteenth century assumptions and prejudices in that sense the revisionism of russian

orientologists was part of a pan european trend and yet tolz also argues that a set of political social and cultural factors which were specific to russia allowed its imperial
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scholars to engage in an unusual dialogue with representatives of the empire s non european minorities it is together that they were able to articulate a powerful long lasting

critique of modern imperialism and colonialism and to shape ethnic politics in russia across the divide of the 1917 revolutions

東と西 1998-12

いま最も注目すべき作家の最新連作小説 東と西の文化の違いが産みだす悲喜劇を ときに痛烈に ときにユーモアたっぷりに描く ラシュディらしさが横溢した珠玉の9篇

The Survival Handbook 2020-03-13

this study traces the shaping presence of cultural interactions arguing that american literature has become a hybridization of eastern and western literary traditions cultural

exchanges between the east and west began in the early decades of the nineteenth century as american transcendentalists explored eastern philosophies and arts hakutani

examines this influence through the works of emerson thoreau and whitman he further demonstrates the east west exchange through discussions of the interactions by

modernists such as yone noguchi yeats pound camus and kerouac finally he argues that african american literature represented by richard wright ralph ellison alice walker

toni morrison and james emanuel is postmodern their works exhibit their concerted efforts to abolish marginality and extend referentiality exemplifying the postmodern east

west crossroads of cultures a fuller understanding of their work is gained by situating them within this cultural conversation the writings of wright for example take on their full

significance only when they are read not as part of a national literature but as an index to an evolving literature of cultural exchanges

Art in East and West 2013-10-01

price of power examines henry kissinger s influence on the development of the foreign policy of the united states during the presidency of richard nixon

The United States Role in East-West Trade 1975

term book

Heritage and Tourism in The Global Village 2002-11-01

the key question this book addresses is how to identify and create optimal conditions for the kind of learning and development that is especially important for effectively

functioning in the 21st century taking a new approach to this long debated issue it looks at how a design research based science of learning with its practical models and
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related design research can provide insights and integrated models of how human beings actually function and grow in the social dynamics of educational settings with all

their affordances and constraints more specifically how can specific domains or subject matters be taught for broad intellectual development how can technology be integrated

in enhancing human functioning how can the social organization of classroom learning be optimized to create social norms for promoting deep intellectual engagement and

personal growth part i is concerned with broad conceptual and technical issues regarding cultivating intellectual potential with a focus on how design research might fill in an

important a niche in addressing these issues part ii presents specific design work in terms of design principles models and prototypes

Russia's Own Orient 2011-02-10

in medias res understanding media of cetaceans and ships or the moorings of our being the fire sermon lights in the firmament sky media i chronos the times and the

seasons sky media ii kairos the face and the book inscription media god and google conclusion the sabbath of meaning appendix nonsimultaneity in cetacean communication

東と西 1997

scientific essay from the year 2001 in the subject german studies comparative literature grade none kyoto sangyo university x international german congress wien language

english abstract by carefully comparing observations made by specialists in chinese indian japanese and western literature concerning problems of literary values canon

formation and the concept of literature itself the author tries to answer some of the most pertinent questions in comparative aesthetics and ethnopoetics specifically are

literatures of radically different cultures comparable regarding literary values do universal literary values exist do literary values remain the same within the development of

one culture does the fact that certain works of literature have been valued over centuries indicate that eternal values exist is the concept of literature the same in radically

different cultures does it remain the same within the development of one culture are the basic genres the lyric epic and dramatic comparable are certain analogous

phenomena in indian and western literature indicative of basic similarities between these literatures is at least the theory deduced from these literatures similar is a unified

theory of literature desirable are literary canons established mainly according to perceived aesthetic values in the selected works if the answer to all of the questions above is

no wherein lie the basic differences between eastern and western literatures in journal of comparative literature and aesthetics sambalpur university orissa india xxiv 1 2 2001

89 125

East-West Literary Imagination 2017-06-30

the bell system dominated telecommunications in the united states and canada for most of the twentieth century but its monopoly was not inevitable in the decades around

1900 ordinary citizens farmers doctors small town entrepreneurs established tens of thousands of independent telephone systems stringing their own wires to bring this new
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technology to the people managed by opportunists and idealists alike these small businesses were motivated not only by profit but also by the promise of open

communication as a weapon against monopoly capital and for protection of regional autonomy as the bell empire grew independents fought fiercely to retain control of their

local networks and companies a struggle with an emerging corporate giant that has been almost entirely forgotten the people s network reconstructs the story of the telephone

s contentious beginnings exploring the interplay of political economy business strategy and social practice in the creation of modern north american telecommunications

drawing from government documents in the united states and canada independent telephone journals and publications and the archives of regional bell operating companies

and their rivals robert macdougall locates the national debates over the meaning use and organization of the telephone industry as a turning point in the history of information

networks the competing businesses represented dueling political philosophies regional versus national identity and local versus centralized power although independent

telephone companies did not win their fight with big business they fundamentally changed the way telecommunications were conceived

The Price of Power 2013-10-29

cultural realities of being offers a dialogue between academic activity and everyday lives by providing an interface between several perspectives on human conduct very often

academic pursuits are arcane and obscure for ordinary people this book will attempt to disentangle these dialogues lifting everyday discourse and providing a forum for

advancing discussion and dialogue nandita chaudhary s anandalakshmy and jaan valsiner bring together contributors from the field of cultural psychology to consider how

people living within social groups regardless of how liberal are guided by collective reality and interconnected with life circumstances the book discusses experiences and

events in the lives of people of indian cultures covering topics including family food pilgrimages social dynamics and truth in order to expand the material on human

phenomena under the broad frame of cultural psychology the book builds upon rich cultural traditions present in india and precisely because of this focus the book has much

larger implications and relevance to the field and aims to orient the academic reader from around the world to viewing india and indian society as a valuable area for research

divided into three sections the book covers social presentation in culture representing relations children and youth in culture this book includes commentaries from expert

academics from outside of india providing a bridge between academic reality and cultural discourse and throwing fresh light on the everyday events presented in the text

cultural realities of being will be essential reading for those studying cross cultural psychology as well as those interested in social representation and identity

Aspirations–Semester books Class 3 Semester 1 1889

states and banks have traditionally maintained close ties at various points in time states have used banks to manage their economies and soak up government debt while

banks enjoyed regulatory forbearance restricted competition and implicit or explicit guarantees from their home markets the political foundations of banks have thus been

powerful and enduring with actors on both sides of the aisle reluctant to sever relations the central argument of this book however is that in the world s largest integrated

market europe the traditional political ties between states and banks have been transformed specifically through a combination of post communist transition monetary union
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and economic crisis states in europe no longer wield preponderant influence over their banks banking on markets explains why we have witnessed the radical

denationalization of this politically vital sector as well as the consequences for economic volatility and policy autonomy the findings in europe have implications for other world

regions which to varying degrees have also experienced intensified pressure on their traditional models of domestic political control over finance through an investigation of

foreign bank behavior in economic crises the developmental consequences of political control over banks and the emergence of european banking union in the eurozone the

book advances three main findings first is that foreign bank ownership need not necessarily lead to economic vulnerability of host states second is that marketized bank state

ties do however limit pathways to catching up in the global economy and third is that european banking union has strengthened the euro s credibility while cutting down

substantially on eurozone member states economic policy discretion this book details the intense political struggles that have underpinned all three outcomes co winner of the

2018 ed a hewett book prize awarded by the association for slavic east european and eurasian studies

The Official Railway Guide 2012-04-23

the rise of little big norway explores the unlikely rise of norway from peripherality to today s global steward with an enviable work life balance influential oil fund and arctic

front row seat drawing on wide ranging source material john ross s original approach combines astute observation thoughtful analysis and a flowing essay style leavened with

the comparative insight that only a seasoned observer of the region can bring the book examines the settings histories and niche elements that lend norway its distinctiveness

and differentiate it from its nordic neighbors it gives special attention to the northern and arctic dimensions of norwegian life and elaborates a connecting thematic thread the

mobility that once took vikings across the atlantic in open boats and makes today s norwegians the most traveled people on the planet the result is a carefully crafted general

study of norway a country long overlooked in favor of its nordic neighbors but now a quiet force in its own right and a touchstone for twenty first century issues ranging from

identity politics to the arctic melt this book fills a major gap in the literature on norway and the nordic region

Design Research on Learning and Thinking in Educational Settings 2015-06-19

the theory of semigroups is a relatively young branch of mathematics with most of the major results having appeared after the second world war this book describes the

evolution of algebraic semigroup theory from its earliest origins to the establishment of a full fledged theory semigroup theory might be termed cold war mathematics because

of the time during which it developed there were thriving schools on both sides of the iron curtain although the two sides were not always able to communicate with each

other or even gain access to the other s publications a major theme of this book is the comparison of the approaches to the subject of mathematicians in east and west and

the study of the extent to which contact between the two sides was possible
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The Marvelous Clouds 2002-10-21

asia has long been an ideological battleground between capitalism and communism between nationalism and westernisation and between the nation state and globalization

this book is a history of the asian region from 1945 to the present day which delineates the various ideological battles over asia s development subjects covered include

theories of development decolonization us political and economic intervention the effects of communism the end of the cold war the rise of neo liberalism asia after the crisis

asia in the era of globalisation broad in sweep and rich in theory and empirical detail this is an essential account of the growth of asian miracle and its turbulent position in the

global economy of the twenty first century

“East and West” and the Concept of Literature 2014-01-08

reprint of the original first published in 1866

The People's Network 2013-10-23

new study of the christian topography a sixth century illustrated treatise and its intellectual milieu

Cultural Realities of Being 2017-08-15

this book first published in 1990 examines the relationship between the soviet union and the western alliance at a time of great changes experts on a range of topics analyse

the relationship from both the soviet perspective the impact of gorbachev and the role of eastern europe and from the standpoint of the nations of the west including france

great britain and west germany also included is a discussion of the role of the northern flank in soviet nuclear free proposals the book concludes with an assessment of the

challenges posed by the changing soviet perspective and the opportunities that these present for the western alliance

Banking on Markets 2019-11-30

this volume explores the often problematic but also productive relationships between east and west during the middle ages and the early modern age focusing on literary and

pragmatic texts scientific and medical exchanges political and religious strategies to build bridges to the other culture respectively and on parallel cultural developments in

east and west documenting intriguing contacts and communication between both worlds despite many religious and military conflicts there were many more exchanges
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between both worlds than previously assumed

The Rise of Little Big Norway 1888

Michigan School Moderator 1931

Agricultural Investigations at the United States Field Station, Sacaton, Ariz., 1925-1930 2014-07-16

Mathematics across the Iron Curtain 1974

The Psychology of East-West Trade: Illusions and Opportunities 2004-03-01

The Battle for Asia 1935

Basic in Teaching: East and West 1971

Fishery Bulletin 2022-03-08

Butler and Brooke's: National Directory of Victoria, for 1866-67 2013-09-05
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The World of Kosmas 2021-01-26

The USSR and the Western Alliance 2013

East Meets West in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Times
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